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Historically, most Tribes did not reallypursue settlement of water ights for
financial gaim because the Indin or indigenous concept of water does not
quantify water as a resource, and instead iews it as the supreme element that
gives h. When the governments and attorneys negotiated settlements for
Tibes, they did not gnesp thd basic Tubal understanding of water. Tribes
did not know how to express the Tnbal relationship and understandingof
water to the attomeys and the governmentalrepresentativesor how to ask for
what the Tribes felt was realor full compensation for the loss of water. Then,
once Tribes did get their water rights settlements, many found that there was
no way to implement the settlements on their own, and they had to rely on
agencies hke the Bureau of Reclamation and the Anny Corps. Many Tuhes
also lound that they lost control over and gave up sacred sites and burial
grounds developing their settlement waters. This was not so for the Ute
Mountain Ute Tribe. We told then "we want to do this, and we want to
build this," and we brought our daily input Into our projects with our construction company and our cultura resources team in charge ofarchaeological mnitigation. And by having our own people in charge of our settlement
projects, the Tube took control over getting the projects done, making "wet"
water a reaityfor ourpeople, andhelping to fulfill our own treaty nghts.
-Terry

Knight, Ute Mountain Ute Tribal Historic Preservation Officer,

Tribal spiritual leader and elder, former Tribal Chairman and Council
member, and Animas-La Plata Cultural Resources Contract Coordinator
1. Interview with Terry Knight, Ute Mountain Ute Tribal Historic Preservation Officer, in
Towaoc, Colo. (Nov. 13, 2012) (paraphrased with permission).
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In the last forty years, and particularly since Barack Obarna took office in
2008, there has been an increased effort to resolve Tribal claims for federal
reserved water rights in the western United States through negotiated settlement.*This settlement activity comes as planning efforts in over-appropriated
western river basins highlight the need for certainty in allocating water for
Tribal water rights and as the general public has a moral recognition (or at
least a legal recognition) that non-Tribal water development efforts can no
longer ignore Tribal water needs and uses.'
As efforts to quantify Tribal water*rights through negotiated settlements
and litigation continue, there is a growing area of legal scholarship on the
quantification of Tribal water rights.' This area of scholarship is constantly
evolving as new states take on the task of quantifying Tribal rights, as new legal
issues arise during the quantification process, and as the political landscape for
negotiating Tribal water rights settlements changes.' This area of scholarship is
2. FELIx S. COHEN'S HANDBOOK OF FEDERAL INDIAN LAw § 19.05121, at 1246-48 (Nell
Jessup Newton ed., 2012) [hereinafter COHEN'S HANDBOOK]; Judith Royster, A Primer on
Indian Water Rights: More Questions than Answers, 30 TULSA LJ. 61, 96, 101 (1994) (noting
that negotiated settlements of Tribal claims to water are becoming increasingly common);
Working Group in Indian Water Settlements, Criteria and Procedures for the Participation of
the Federal Government in Negotiations for the Settlement of Indian Water Rights Claims,
Meeting Notice, 55 Fed. Reg. 9223 (Mar. 12, 1990) [hereinafter Federal Settlement Procedures].
3. See, e.g., Overvgiht Hearingon Indian Water Rights: Promotigthe Negotiation and
Iplementation of Water Settlenents i Indian Country Before the Senate Conn. on Indian
Affairs, 112th Cong. 26-37 (2012) [hereinafter Oversight Heaing 20121 (statement of Maria
O'Brien, Legal Comm. Chair, W. States Water Council); WESTERN STATES WATER COUNCIL,
RESOLTION OF THE WESTERN STATES WATER COUNCIL IN SUPPORT OF INDIAN WATER
RIGHTS SETLEMENTS, Pos. No. 336 (Oct. 7, 2011), avadable at http://wvw.westgov.org/vswc/2
336%20indian%20water%20rights%20settlements%207oct O I.pdf (a/Fg RESOLUTiON OF THE
WESTERN STATES WATER COUNCIL IN SUPPORT OF INDIAN

VATER

RIGHTS SETTLEMENTS,

http://wwv.westgov.org/wswc/08%20settlmn
2008),
17,
(Oct.
No.
310
Pos.
t620ind%20wat620rts.pd0; COLO. RIVER WATER USERS ASS'N, Settlement of lndin Reserved
Rights, Res. 2012-5 Th 2012 RESOLUTIONS OF THE COLORADO RIVER WATER USERS
http://www.crwua.org/
at
available
2011),
15,
(Dec.
5
ASSOCIATION
Portals/6/Documents/2011-12/2012CRWUAResolutions-Final.pdf.
4. See generall4 BONNIE G. COLBY ET AL., NEGOTIATING TRIBAL WATER RIGHTS:
FULFILLING PROMISES IN THE ARID WEST 10 (2005); Robert T. Anderson, Indian Water Rights
and the Federal Trust Responsibiht, 46 NAT. REsOURCESJ. 399 (2006); Royster, supra note 2;
Jessica Bacal, The Shadow of Lone Wolf Native Americans Confront Risks of Quantification
of Their Reserved Water Rights, 12 U. BRIDGEPORT L. REv. 1 (1991); Martha C. Franks, The
Uses of the Piacticably Imgable Acreage Standard in the Quanilicationof Reserved Water
Rights, 31 NAT. RESOURCES J. 549 (1991) (providing an overview of the application of practicably irrigable acreage doctrine); Gina McGovern, Settleient or Adjudication: Resolong Indian
Reserved Rights, 36 ARIZ. L. REv. 195 (1994) (providing background on quantification in the
settlement process); Michelle Uberuaga Zanoni, Evduating the Consequences of ClIbnate
Change on Indian Reserved Water Rights and the PIA: The Inpracticably Irgable Acreage
Standard,31 PUB. LAND & RESOURCES L. REV. 125 (2010) (discussing the impact of climate
change on quantification).
5. For an overview on recent challenges to maintaining federal funds to negotiate and
support Indian water rights settlement, see Oversight Hearing 2012, supra note 3, at 3-5 (statement of Maria O'Brien, Legal Comm. Chair, W. States Water Council); id. at 3-4 (statement of
John Echohawk, Executive Director, Native American Rights Fund); id. at 5-7 (statement of
David J. Hayes, Deputy Secretary, U.S. Dep't of Interior); Anderson, supra note 4.
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highly relevant for practitioners involved in the quantification of Tribal water
rights, as the allocation of water to Tribes outside the state-based appropriation
framework is still hody disputed in some western states, and as it is a constant
struggle for state water administrators and state court judges to fit Tribal reserved rights into a system that typically awards rights based on control and
beneficial use of water resources.!
However, perhaps because of the complexity of Indian water rights, the
difficult and time consuming nature of the quantification processes, and the
number of Tribes still holding unquantified water rights, the legal scholarship
on the quantification of Tribal water rights has not expanded much in the past
forty years beyond the quantification process, into the work involved with implementing Tribal water rights settlements. The intent of this article is to begin,
or take a small step into, looking at the work and issues Tribes face while implementing settlement rights and evaluating how settlement implementation
promotes Tribal governmental capacity, Tribal self-determination, and Tribal
sovereignty.
In addressing this small area of Tribal water rights settlement implementation, it may be important to note areas this article does not intend to address
and limitations to this analysis. First, this article is not intended to address the
reasons and methods for entering into Tribal water rights settlement agreements. Instead, this article generally assumes that practitioners reviewing this
article have a basic understanding of the nature of Tribal reserved water rights'
and the manner in which Tribes generally litigate or settle those rights in state
or federal courts.!
Second, this article will focus on the implementation of settlement agreements based in western prior appropniation states, and in particular, on settlements of water rights within the Colorado River Basin and on more recent
water settlement agreements. It is somewhat difficult at this time to discern the
applicability of this analysis to water rights quantification efforts in riparian
states or the ongoing water rights quantification efforts in Oklahoma.! This
article also specifically does not take on the task of evaluating the work required to develop and implement litigation-based Tribal water quantifications,
such as the rights held by Tribes in the Lower Basin of the Colorado River
decreed in Aiona v. California, 373 U.S. 546 (1963), although this article
6. See, e.g., COHEN's HANDBOOK, supra note 2, §19.0111], at 1204-06 (explaining and
contrasting state water law systems to federal Indian reserved rights); see id. S 19.05121, at 1247
(describing the disadvantages of litigation in a potentially hostile forum); see id. § 19.05111, at
1245 (describing state court decisions affecting the substance of Tribal water rights).
7. See, e.g., COHEN's HANDBOOK, supra note 2, S 19, at 1204-63 (providing a treatise
analysis of federal Indian water rights); Royster, supranote 2, at 63-86.
8. - See, e.g., COHEN's HANDBOOK, supra note 2, § 19.0511], at 1241-46 (explaining the
enactment of the McCarran Amendment, 43 U.S.C. § 666 (2006), and the doctrine of federal
abstention adopted in Colo. River Water Conservation Dist. v. United States, 424 U.S. 800,
817-820 (1976)); Royster, supra note 2, at 96-101.
9. See generallyHope Babcock, Reserved Indian Water Rghts in Ripan.Juisdicdons:
Water, Water Everywhere, Perhaps Some Drops for Us, 91 CORNELL L. REv. 1203 (2006)
(providing a comprehensive overview of the assertion of Indian water rights in riparian and
regulated riparian states); see also Royster, supranote 2, at 10 1-03.
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does touch on similarities in the implementation processes for litigation-based
and settlement-based water rights.
This article proceeds in three parts. First, it briefly outlines the Tribal waier settlement process and provides a broad look at common threads of Tribal
water settlements. Second, it provides a broad analysis of the work Tribes take
on to implement and sustain the water and other rights obtained under settlement agreements. Finally, it argues that, although settlement implementation is
a daunting commitment of time and resources for Tribes, this work promotes
the development and sustenance of Tribal government capacity, Tribal selfdetermination, and the exertion and preservation' of Tribal sovereignty.

I. COMMON THREADS OF TRIBAL SETTLEMENT AGREEMENTS
A. SETTLEMENT BACKGROUND

Each Tribal water rights settlement is unique. Each Tribe has its own history of water use and land use, and each Tribe has its own story about the loss
of the Tribe's ability to use water and land resources through the diminishment of reservation lands, through forcible removal from indigenous lands,
and through the development of competing non-Tribal land use and commercial development." Each Tribe enters water litigation or water settlement negotiations with existing relationships with surrounding communities and state
governments. Each Tribe enters water litigation with its own relationship to
existing federal, state, and local water infrastructure projects (many of which
involve non-Tribal water development that deprives Tribes of historic streamflow or federal water development that floods or impacts Tribal lands).
Each Tribe also enters into settlement negotiations with local, state, and
federal representatives who have historic, fiscal, and other capacities to provide
opportunities or boundaries in settlement efforts. Tribal water rights settlements are negotiatedsettlements," and these settlements usually depend on: (i)
consent from Tribal representatives (or the Tribal membership); (ii) consent
from state governments; (iii) the ability to pass federal settlement legislation in
Congress; and (iv) the ability of state, Tribal, and federal governments to appropriate funding and perform other commitments called for in the settlement
agreements.
10. See Joseph R. Membrino, Indian Reserved Water Rights, Federasn, and the Trnst
Responsibility,27 LAND &WATER LAw REv. 1, 14 (1992) (describing the background for water
litigation at the Wind River Reservation in Wyoming and noting that the history is "typical of
the pattern of cession and diminishment that occurred with Indian lands in the 19th century");
Interview with Terry Knight, supra note 1 (describing the displacement of the Ute people from
mountains and abundant high-mountain water sources to the semi-arid current Ute Mountain
Ute Reservation).
11.

CHARLES WILKINSON, CROSSING THE NEXT MERIDIAN: LAND, WATER, AND TIHE

FUTURE OF THE WEST 268-70 (1992) (describing federal policies and water projects that flood-

ed Indian lands and failed to protect Indian water rights for use on reservations); Anderson,
supra note 4, at 400, 430-36.
12. See, e.g., Royster, supra note 2, at 100; Michael C. Blumm, Unconventional Waters:
The Quiet Revolution in Federaland Tibal Minimum Streamiflows, 19 EcOLOGY L.Q. 445,
474 (1992) (both noting that settlements are negotiated settlements).
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B. THE SETTLEMENT PROCESS

As indicated above, each settlement process involves unique challenges
and concerns for Tribal, state, local, and federal interests. In many cases, settlements of Tribal reserved rights claims occur after claims for the rights are
filed in state or federal court. The litigation often occurs in general stream
adjudications initiated in state courts, although it can occur in state or federal
court to address just Tribal claims."
The settlement process is generally initiated by entities from the Tribe, the
state, or the United States. The settlement participants and negotiation process
vanes according to the preferences or formal institutions in place, particularly
those set in place by states and Tribes." Negotiations to formulate the terms of
settlement agreements can take years and can span many political regimes at
the state, Tribal, and federal level."
Once the settlement agreement has been negotiated, the parties to the settlement and other settlement proponents usually face two or three more steps.
First, the parties must seek formal approval from the state and Tribe, and usually from Congress." At the Tribal and state level, formal agreement mechanisms vary, but it is worth noting that, in some cases, the Tribal government
will either choose to or be required to go through an internal Tribal process to
seek full Tribal membership approval of the final terms of the settlement." At
the federal level, explicit congressional action is usually necessary to authorize
funding for federal commitments in the settlement agreement, to lift federal
restrictions on the sale or marketing of water, and to provide other specific

13. COHEN'S HANDBOOK, supra note 2, S 19.05[11, at 1241-46 (explaining the enactment of
the McCarran Amendment, 43 U.S.C. § 666, and the doctrine of federal abstention adopted in
Colo. River Water Conservation Dist. v. United States, 424 U.S. 800, 817-820 (1976)); Royster,
supri note 2, at 96 (explaining that the federal abstention doctrine makes state courts the forum
of choice for determining Indian reserved rights to water).
14.
See, e.g., Stanley Pollack, New Mexico Water Past, Presentand Futwre or Guns, Lawyers, and Money, 339 N.M. WATER RESOURCES RES. INST. 142-43 (2005), available at

http://wrri.nmsu.edu/publish /watcon/proc50/pollack.pdf; Blumm, supra note 12, at 475 (noting
that the State of Montana has established a reserved rights compact commission to negotiate
Indian reserved rights settlements).
15. See, e.g., Pollack, supra note 14, at 142-47 (noting that the Navajo Nation invited the
State of New Mexico to engage in settlement discussions in 1996, that significant work on the
settlement was still in front of the Navajo Nation, and that the Navajo Nation "optimistically set
the year of 2026 as the year the final settlement becomes effective.").
16. See, e.g., COHEN's HANDBOOK, supra note 2, § 19.05121, at 1247-48 (noting that Congress has enacted twenty-seven settlements into law between 1978 and 2010, but that several
settlements have been concluded without congressional approval); Pollack, supia note 14, at
144 (noting the need to seek congressional approval of funding for the Navajo Nation settlement
for the San Juan River).
17.
See, e.g., Crow Tribal General Council Approves Crow-Montana Water Compact and
Crow Water Rights Settlement Act CROWLAWS.ORG, http://crowlaws.org/ (last visited Nov. 12,

2012) (noting the Crow Tribe held a General Council (full Tribal) vote on its water settlement
agreement in 2011 between the Tribe, Montana, and the United States, after Congress approved its water settlement legislation).
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congressional action necessary for implementing the settlement." Once proponents secure congressional approval, the parties may need to negotiate again
to implement congressional overrides or congressional revisions to the settlement agreement." Once all necessary parties have formally approved the settlement agreement, the settlement proponents must seek court approval of the
settlement agreement (if the agreement resolves claims that have been filed in
court)."

Because this process takes time, and because the settlement agreements
often include funding components and controversial new infrastructure, the
settlement process can easily be complicated by internal Tribal or external
factors. For example, in the settlement of rights for the Ute Mountain Ute
Tribe and Southern Ute Indian Tribe in Colorado, the significant downsizing
of one of the key federal projects providing water to the Tribes led to a renegotiation of the Colorado Ute Final Indian Water Rights Settlement Agreement nearly fourteen years after the settlement agreement was initially executed." That renegotiation required new federal legislation for the project, new
federal funding to support project and natural resource development funds,
and amendment to the Tribal water rights settlement decrees.'
C. TRIBAL RESERVED WATER RIGHTS SETILEMENT AGREEMENTS

The historical; hydrological, and political forces that shape Tribal water
settlements into these unique negotiated settlements do have some common
threads. First, as a general rule, during the settlement negotiations, state representatives will try to protect existing non-Tribal uses of water (even if those
existing uses hold junior priority dates and even if those existing uses deprive
Tribes of important on-reservation water resources) and to quantify Tribal
settlement rights in a way that provides certainty to other water users in the
allocation and administration of water.' Tribes often focus on developing "wet
water" through infrastructure and water delivery projects and obtaining specific

18. See, e.g., COHEN'S HANDBOOK, supm note 2, § 19.05[21, at 1247-48; id. § 19.05[21, at
1252 (noting that most settlement acts provide for Tribal water marketing in some form); Pollack, supranote 14, at 144.
19. See Colorado Ute Indian Water Rights Settlement Act of 1988, Pub. L. No. 100-585 §
5, 102 Stat. 2973 [hereinafter Colorado Ute 1988 Act] (providing unilateral Congressional revisions to the marketing provisions contained in the original Colorado Ute Indian Water Rights
Final Settlement Agreement).
20. See, e.g., Pollack, supra note 14, at 144 (noting that once Congress approved the Navajo
legislation, the Navajo Nation would need to seek court approval of a final settlement decree).
21. Colorado Ute Settlement Act Amendments of 2000, Pub. L. No. 106-554, 114 Stat.
2763 (2nd Sess. 2000) [hereinafter Colorado Ute 2000 Amendmentsj.
22. See id. §§ 302(a)(2), 303.
23. See Royster, supra note 2, at 100; State of New Mexico's Revised Statement of Legal
and Factual Bases for Settlement at 2-3, San Juan River General Stream Adjudication, State er
rel. State Eng'r v. United States, No. CV-75 -184, AB-07-1 (N.M. Dist. Ct. Sept. 7, 2012)
(providing the basis for the State of New Mexico's agreement to the Navajo Nation's settlement
of claims in the San Juan River, New Mexico and specifically noting that the settlement meets
the State's needs by diffusing significant risk to existing state law-based water rights owners).
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water resources or development funds." The United States focuses on negotiated settlement of Tribal water rights, and often does so within a framework
geared towards avoiding liability to Tribes for failing in its trust responsibility to
protect and develop Tribal water rights and obtaining final resolution of Tribal
claims.'
These goals in settlement negotiations often have enough overlap that settlement agreements can be crafted to satisfy all of the negotiating parties.
These settlements tend to have the following elements: (i) Tribes will largely
retain current or existing uses on the reservation;' (ii) Tribes will accept smaller amounts of direct diversion water rights than would normally be allocated in
litigation; (iii) Tribes will agree to specific uses (or a range of specific uses) to
which the Tribal water can be put;" (iv) Tribes will accept compromises like
the subordination of priority dates to certain water uses to avoid disrupting
existing non-Tribal uses;' (v) Tribes will receive allocations of water from federally-funded storage projects;' (vi) Tribes will receive federal, state, and/or
local financial assistance for building water infrastructure to deliver "wet water"
to the reservation;" and (vii) Tribes will receive federal, state, and/or local

24. Royster, supra note 2, at 100; Interview with Terry Knight, supra note 1 (describing the
emphasis on seeking "wet water" through settlement instead of continuing litigation for "paper
water" rights).
25. Federal Settlement Procedures, supra note 2; see also Anderson, supra note 4, at 43537.
26. Article III, Section C (I) of the Colorado Ute Indian Water Rights Final Settlement
Agreement grandfathered in existing uses identified during a settlement quantification process.
See, e.g., Stipulation for a Consent Decree § 6B, No. W-1603-76G (Colo. Dist. Ct. Water Div.
7 1991). In the Navajo Nation's settlement of its water rights to the San Juan River in New Mexico, there is currently a proposed supplemental decree with existing stock and irrigation uses in
more remote tributaries to the San Juan River. See Settling Parties Notice of Filing Revised
Proposed Supplemental Partial Final Decree, San Juan General Stream Adjudication, State ex
rel.State Eng'r v. United States, No. CV-75-184, AB-07-1 (N.M. Dist. Ct. Sept..7, 2012).
27. See Royster, supra note 2, at 78; COHEN's HANDBOOK, supra note 2, S 19.05121, at
1250.
28. COHEN'S HANDBOOK, supra note 2, § 19.05121, at 1251.
29. COHEN'S HANDBOOK, supra note 2, § 19.05[21, at 1250 n. 54 (noting that, in some
instances, the Colorado Ute Tribes subordinated priority dates "in order not to disrupt" the
state's prior appropriation system). See Pollack, supra note 14, at 145 (describing settlement
provisions requiring the Navajo Nation to utilize water from Navajo Reservoir instead of curtailing upstream non-Indian farmers).
30. Crow Tribe-Montana Compact, MONT. CODE ANN. § 85-20-902, art. III(A)(1)(b)
(2011) (allocating 300,000 acre feet per year from Bighorn Lake to the Crow Tribe); Crow
Water Rights Settlement Act of 2012, H.R. 7783-33 Title IV, § 407-08 (ratifying the allocation
of storage water from the Bighorn Lake); San Juan River Basin Water Rights Settlement
Agreement §§ 6.1, 8 (2005) (approving allocations of water to the Navajo Nation from the Navajo-Gallup Water Supply Project and the Animas-La Plata project); Colorado Ute 1988 Act
supra note 19, S 4 (approving allocations of water to the Tribes from the Animas-La Plata and
Dolores projects); see also Tim Vollman, The Endangered Species Act and Indian Water
R4rhts, 11 NAT. RESOURCES & ENV'T 39, 39 (1996).
31. COHEN's HANDBOOK, supra note 2, § 1905121, at 1250. See Royster, supra note 2, at
78.
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funding for economic development or natural resources development as partial payment for foregoing claims for large, senior direct diversion rights."
Because negotiated settlements allow for more flexibility than litigation
quantification processes, settlement agreements can contain provisions that
address unresolved legal issues and even provisions that a court could not
award Tribes when evaluating the Tribe's federal reserved water rights. For
addressing unresolved legal issues, the common threads in the settlement
agreements are: (i) determining Tribal rights to groundwater; (ii) determining
Tribal rights to hold quantified water rights as instream flows; and (iii) allowing
Tribes a limited right to market some or all of their settlement rights (which
involves both a waiver of federal limitations on marketing Tribal* trust resources and agreement on the nature of Tribal marketing rights).' The marketing settlement provisions are very common in modem settlement efforts, as
the ability to market Tribal water on or off the reservation can be key for
Tribal economic development efforts, for protecting the "future use" component of the quantified rights, and for utilizing Tribal water to most efficiently
meet Tribal and non-Tribal water needs in the same basin or area.'
Some of the most-important settlement provisions that are difficult to obtain through litigation are provisions dealing with jurisdictional issues between
Tribes and states, and in particular, with administration authority and dispute
resolution.' For administration authority, settlement agreements can address
the tension between the McCarran Amendment, 43 U.S.C. § 666 (2012),
which gives state courts jurisdiction to adjudicate water rights, and the body of
federal law that holds that Tribal authority to regulate Indian property rights is
exclusive of the states.' Settlement agreements can address this tension by
32. COHEN'S HANDBOOK, supra note 2, § 19.0512], at 1250 ("Every settlement act authorizes funds for the tribes, either specifically earmarked for water development or management
projects, or more generally allocated for economic development, or both.").
33. See COHEN's HANDBOOK, supra note 2, S 19.03[71 [c], at 1229-30; Royster, supra note
2, at 82-85 (explaining the uncertainty of the legal authority for water marketing and noting that
Indian water settlements contain provisions for water leasing and water marketing); Blumm,
supra note 12, at 474-75.
34. Anderson, supra note 4, at 436; Royster, supra note 2, at 82-84; see also COHEN'S
HANDBOOK, supra note 2, §1903171] , at 1228-30 (noting that most settlement act statutes
authorize some form of water leasing, although they prohibit permanent alienation of Tribal
rights to water).
35. Blumm, supra note 12, at 475. See, e.g., Pollack, supra note 14, at 145 (noting that the
role of the State Engineer with respect to the administration of the Navajo water rights is very
well-defined in the San Juan River settlement documents).
36. See COHEN'S HANDBOOK, supra note 2, § 19.04[2], at 1238 (noting that "Indian tribes,
therefore, have full and exclusive regulatory authority over Indian reserved rights to water, including water rights of allottees and lessees," but noting that state courts retain jurisdiction to
"execute, enforce, construe, and interpret" state general stream adjudication decrees); Royster,
supra note 2, at 92 (noting that Tribes and states "often assert conflicting authority over the
administration of Indian country water rights."). This tension led to protracted litigation for the
Wind River Tribe in Wyoming, where the court allowed monitoring of the Tribal reserved
rights, but regulation only of the state appropriators to protect and enforce the Tribe's rights.
Royster, supra note 2, at 93 (citing In re Big Horn River Sys. (Big Horn III), 835 P.2d 273, 283
(Wyo. 1992); In re Big Horn River Sys. (Big Horn I), 753 P.2d 76, 115 (Wyo. 1988), aFdhy
an equally &tided Courtsub non., 492 U.S. 406 (1989)).
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setting forth clear statements on Tribal authority to administer water and
shared systems of administration between Tribes and states."
For dispute resolution, settlement agreements can address the tension between the McCarran Amendment, which provides a limited waiver of federal
sovereign immunity to adjudicate water rights,' and doctrines of federal and
Tribal sovereign immunity that prevent state court jurisdiction over other water
rights disputes. Settlement agreements can set forth cooperative requirements
between states, Tribes, and the United States, and dispute resolution provisions that reduce uncertainty about how to resolve anticipated and unanticipated issues that arise during the implementation of Tribal water rights settlements.'

II. ONGOING TRJBAL WORK IMPLEMENTING AND SUSTAINING
TRIBAL SETILEMENT RIGHTS
Once a Tribal water settlement agreement is finalized, there remains significant ongoing Tribal work in implementing settlement tasks and protecting,
regulating, developing, and sustaining Tribal water resources. This work includes the ongoing need for water resources and management staff, water quality staff, water engineers, and water attorneys. This work also includes an ongoing need to ensure that Tribal resource managers, leaders, and policy-makers
have the knowledge base and experience to address issues that arise while implementing and sustaining Tribal water settlements. Although each Tribal settlement agreement contains unique terms that impact implementing and sustaining Tribal water resources, Tribes implementing settlement agreements in
prior appropriation states engage in some or all of the following implementation work.
A. THE TRIBAL ROLE IN PROTECTING QUANTIFIED WATER RIGHTS

One of the primary and longest duration roles Tribes play in implementing and sustaining settlement water rights is protecting the water rights quantified and secured in the settlement. Here, the role each Tribe plays protecting
37. See, e.g., Crow Tribe-Montana Compact, MONT. CODE ANN. § 85-20-902(4) (2011)
(setting forth clear statements of Tribal administration authority).
38. See id. (setting forth certain responsibilities to Crow Tribal and state water administrators); Colorado Ute 1988 Act, supra note 19, S 9 (approving Article IV of the Colorado Ute
Indian Water Rights Final Settlement Agreement, which sets forth a system of cooperative and
coordinated system of administering Tribal water rights). But see COHEN'S HANDBOOK, supra
note 2, § 19.05121, at 1254 (noting that relatively few of the settlement acts include provisions
regarding the administration or regulation of water rights).
39. See COHEN's HANDBOOK, supra note 2, § 19.04[2], at 1238.
40. See, e.g., Crow Tribe-Montana Compact, MONT. CODE ANN. § 85-20-901, art.
IV(A) (2), (F); San Juan River Basin Water Rights Settlement Agreement § 9 (2005) (discussing
enfoicement provisions of the settlement); Northern Cheyenne- Montana Compact, MONT.
CODE ANN. § 85-20-301, art. IV(A), (F) (2011); Colorado Ute 1988 Act, supra note 19, § 9
(approving Article IV of the Colorado Ute Indian Water Rights Final Settlement Agreement,
which sets forth specific dispute resolution mechanisms between the State of Colorado, the
Tribes, and the United States).
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its water rights depends on the nature of the Tribe's specific settlement agreement, and in particular, whether there are Tribal decrees or permits in stateadministered prior appropriation or other systems that provide protection and
enforcement of the Tribe's water rights. Even after Tribes obtain quantified
water rights with specific priority dates (which should allow protection from
competing users), Tribes still must monitor other water uses in the basin or
region that might impact their quantified water rights. Tribes must also address
special problems posed by the nature of Tribal reserved rights.
1. Monitoring and Enforcement of Quantified Rights
During the quantification process, the most important discussion about
monitoring and enforcement of quantified rights is often which entity-Tribal,
state, or federal-will monitor and enforce the Tibaluse of water (an in particular, which entity monitors, administers, and enforces on-reservation water
use). During the implementation process, however, Tribes must also understand how to protect their quantified Tribal rights against non-Tribalusesand
water development projects. Even though federal reserved water rights (or
water rights obtained in settlement of federal reserved water rights) are not
defined or maintained like state appropriative water rights, Tribal water allocations rarely enjoy enough hydrologic separation from state-based water rights
to simply ignore non-Tribal impacts after quantification." Accordingly, Tribes
may see harm to quantified settlement rights if state administrators refuse to
curtail junior priority non-Tribal water users. Tribes may also see harm to
settlement rights if there are changes in senior priority non-Tribal water uses,
new water uses, or new water projects that change hydrologic conditions or the
system of water administration without incorporating sufficient protection for
the Tribal rights.
Particularly when Tribes hold decrees or permits within a stateadministered system of priority, they must monitor other water uses in their
regions or basins, and they must understand the impact of both changes in
water use and new users and projects developed in the rivers and watersheds
where the Tribal uses and rights are located. At the regional level, this usually
requires constant legal review of water use changes and new developments. In
Colorado, for example, this requires monthly review of water resumes filed in
relevant water divisions and work to maintain Tribal knowledge and understanding of new proposed projects.' In some cases, Tribes may participate in
the peritting or adjudication of other water rights or use other settlement
agreement dispute resolution mechanisms to ensure that sufficient constraints
are placed on junior water users to protect quantified Tribal rights.
Tribes must also understand changes and developments at larger (basin)
levels. Here, Tribes may simply monitor and participate in basin-wide planning efforts to ensure that such efforts do not harm quantified or unquantified

41. See Membrino, supra note 10, at 29-31 (explaining litigation in the Big Horn line of
cases based on the Wyoming State Engineer's refusal to enforce Tribal reserved rights).
42. CoLo. REv. STAT. S 37-92-302 (2012).
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rights, or Tribes may seek to utilize their quantified water rights or other Tribal waters in basin-wide efforts."
2. Special Problems with the Protection of "Future Use" Component of
Settlement Rights
One particularly difficult area of implementing and sustaining Tribal water
settlements is the protection of the "future use" component of Tribal reserved
rights quantifications. Because most quantification efforts define Tribes' past,
present, and future water rights (either state-wide or by river basin), Tribal
quantification allocations usually include water that is not currently used by
Tribes, but which is protected for Tribes' future use." Particularly in prior
appropriation states (where water rights are generally granted only to those
making existing beneficial uses of water and where the holders of junior water
rights are permitted to use available water unless the river or stream is put on
"call" to deliver water to senior users)", it can be difficult to explain the nature
of the "future use" component of the Tribal rights, and it can be very difficult
to place practical or hydrologic protections for future Tribal use of the water.
On river systems with environmental constraints (particularly constraints
related to threatened or endangered aquatic species), protecting the Tribal
ability to develop the "future use" components of the quantified rights can be
problematic if the regulating environmental agency or authority does not consider the priority date of water development projects it authorizes under environmental management plans." Historically, federal agencies that use a "baseline analysis" to assess environmental impacts have refused to incorporate
Tribal reserved water rights into the baseline until the Tribe identifies actual
uses or development plans for Tribal water." This means that, even if Tribal
water rights have a senior priority date in water administration systems, existing
and future junior priority water projects may be permitted first, and future,
senior priority Tribal water development projects may be curtailed because the
ecosystems or endangered species habitat cannot accommodate additional
development." Here, Tribes may need legal staff and counsel to engage state
and federal agencies to ensure that management plans (including recovery
plans, species management plans, and dam operations plans) include the
43. For example, ten Tribes with water rights tributary to the Colorado River formed the
Ten Tribes Partnership in 1992 for the purpose of strengthening Tribal influence over the
management and utilization of Colorado River water resources. Ten Tnbes Partnership,COLO.
RIVER WATER USERs Ass'N, http://www.crwua.org/ TenTribes.aspx (last visited Nov. 12, 2012).
The Ten Tribes Partnership now has active trustees in the Colorado River Water Users Association and provides a mechanism for coordinating Tribal work on Colorado River Basin issues.
Id.
44. See Anderson, supranote 4, at 420.
45. Montana v. Wyoming, 131 S. Ct. 1765, 1772 (2011).
46. See COHEN's HANDBOOK, supra note 2, S 19.06, at 1258-59; Vollman, supra note 30,
at 39.
47. See COHEN's HANDBOOK, supra note 2, § 19.06, at 1258.
48. See COHEN's HANDBOOK, supra note 2, S 19.06, at 1258, Vollman, supra note 30, at
41-43.
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Tribal "future use" water allocations in baseline analyses." Tribes may also
need assistance formulating plans for compliance with environmental permitting regulations when developing Tribal water projects on waterways with endangered species or other environmental issues.
3. Special Problems with Interstate Compacts or Agreements That Restrict the
Use of Tribal Water
Another challenge with implementing and sustaining Tribal waters is managing Tribal waters within states that have engaged in multi-state water resource
litigation or entered into interstate compacts, treaties, or other agreements. In
modem settlement efforts, some of the parameters for Tribal water use within
a framework of interstate agreements may be set forth in the Tribal settlement
agreement. For example, Tribes within the Colorado River Basin often face
serious constraints on settlement provisions allowing out-of-state water use
because of the way the Colorado River Compact and the "Law of the River"
allocate water between states." Note here, however, that because Tribes must
generally seek quantification of water rights separately in each state in which
their reservation lands are located," Tribes with lands located in multiple states
(albeit in the same river basin) are hard pressed, even in settlement agreements, to address all interstate issues in a comprehensive manner."
When Tribes have litigation quantifications or settlement agreements that
do not fully address how Tribal water works within interstate agreements, the
interstate agreements can become legally or politically limiting factors on the
use of Tribal water. In addition, as the interstate compacts or agreements
change, and as changes occur in river basins (due to climate and other reasons), Tribes may struggle to work with their more static settlement or litigation quantifications under new interstate agreements. Finally, because Tribes
have historically been left out of discussions about interstate compacts or
agreements, Tribes must retain qualified water lawyers, engineers, and water
management staff to ensure that Tribes understand developments in interstate
49. For example, in response to years of continued effort to include Tribal water rights in
an environmental baseline on the San Juan River, the Department of Interior announced in
September of 2011 that Tribal water rights would be included in an environmental baseline
because the depletions are "reasonably certain to occur." SanJuan Recovery Implementation
Program Coordmaton Comnttee Meeting Summary, U.S. FISH & WILDLIFE SERv. (Sept. 28,
2011), http://www.fws.gov/southwest/sjrip/pdf/CC2011Sept28.pdf. 50. SeeJicarilla Apache Tribe Water Rights Settlement Act, Pub. Law. No. 102-441 S§2(5)(6), 106 Stat. 2237 (1992); Colorado Ute 1988 Act, supra note 19, § 5(b)-(c) (imposing limitations on transfers of project water between the Upper and Lower Colorado River Basins and
subjecting water transfers to certain interstate compacts and treaties); see also Pollack, supra
note 14, at 143 (discussing the potential for the Navajo Nation's water rights making the State of
New Mexico unable to meet obligations under the Upper Colorado River Basin Compact).
51. See Royster, supa note 2, at 96 (explaining the McCarran Amendment and that "a
federal abstention doctrine makes state courts the forum of choice.").
52. For example, the Ute Mountain Ute Tribe settled water rights for lands located within
Colorado, but has not yet quantified water rights for lands located in New Mexico or Utah. See
Colorado Ute 1988 Act, supra note 19, § 5(b)-(c); State ex rel. State Eng'r v. United States, No.
CV-75-184, AB-07-1 (N.M. Dist. Ct. Sept. 7, 2012).
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water agreements, and to allow Tribes to better protect their quantified rights
as interstate compacts and agreements develop in the future.
B. THE TRIBAL ROLE IN PROTECTING AND MANAGING "PRQJECT" OR

"STORAGE" WATER
As noted above, the current trend in the settlement of Tribal reserved
rights claims in the western United States is for settlement agreements to include allocations of "project" or "storage" water for tribes, rather than providing Tribes with direct diversion rights with senior priority dates.' During the
litigation or settlement process, securing allocations of storage water can operate to resolve concerns about future Tribal direct diversions harming existing,
but junior in priority, non-Tribal uses.
Once a Tribe secures settlement storage rights, it is then linked, often in
perpetuity, to the success of the storage projects. The level of Tribal participation in water project planning and operation varies significantly depending on
the type of project, ownership of the project, the entity operating and maintaining the project, and the type and number of other project users. In most cases,
implementing Tribal allocations from storage projects requires significant
Tribal involvement with federal agencies like the Bureau of Reclamation, local
water districts, and other water managers, state regulators, and project users.
To ensure that Tribal project allocations are not disadvantaged or miniinized by project and operational decisions, Tribal leaders and staff or professional service providers must engage with project owners, managers, and users
to protect Tribal allocations in the project. For projects built, owned, or managed by federal agencies like the Bureau of Reclamation, Tribes may need to
monitor the federal agency's decisions regarding the project, understand those
decisions, and engage in government-to-government consultation to ensure
that project-wide decisions do not override the Bureau of Reclamation's trust
responsibility to protect Tribal water as an Indian Trust Asset.'
For projects with either federal or non-federal managers, Tribes must engage their staff in project issues and management decisions that affect the
Tribe's water allocation or affect operations and maintenance charges to the
Tribe (which can be significant, particularly if the Tribal portion of the project
involves energy use or long stretches of delivery infrastructure). Here, Tribes
should actively participate in project and management meetings so they understand issues impacting their project water supply, such as endangered aquatic
species protection or non-consumptive and recreational water demands.'

53. See COHEN's HANDBOOK, supm note 2, § 1905121, at 1250; Royster, supra note 2, at
78.
54. See COHEN'S HANDBOOK, supra note 2, S 19.06, at 1257 n.3 (noting that the Department of Interior and Bureau of Reclamation policies recognize a "trust responsibility" to
Tribes).
55. For example, the Ute Mountain Ute Tribe participates in the Dolores River Dialogue, a
stakeholder group on the lower Dolores River that addresses fishery needs, ecological constraints, and recreation and non-consumptive needs to ensure that the Tribe has active involvement in decision-making processes that may impact its settlement water allocations in the
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Tribes should also understand seasonal water supplies and project management during periods of water shortage to ensure they receive their quantified
portions of the project water.
In some cases, Tribes need to be prepared to take a formal role in managing water projects that supply their water allocations. In Colorado, for example, the Animas-La Plata Operations, Maintenance, and Replacement Association will operate and maintain the Animas-La Plata project after it is completed.' The Intergovernmental Agreement that formed this Association allocates
three of the seven management board seats to the Tribal project users (the
Southern Ute Indian Tribe, the Ute Mountain Ute Tribe, and the Navajo Nation)." The board seats require each Tribe to dedicate a significant amount of
time and expertise (including Tribal Council time, water attorney time, and
water engineering and management staff time) to the management of the project, but they also ensure evaluation of and attention to Tribal interests in the
project through the formal role in management.
C. THE TRIBAL ROLE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF WATER INFRASTRUCTURE

Tribal communities and reservation lands are historically underserved or
8
completely unserved by federal, state, and local water infrastructure projects.
In addition, these same federal, state, and local water infrastructure projects
often harmed Tribal lands and resources, and in many cases, deprived the onreservation water sources of water despite senior Tribal reserved rights
claims." As a result, many Tribal reserved rights settlements include funding
and plans to support the development of water infrastructure to provide treated water pipelines for municipal and industrial uses and delivers irrigation
water to Tribal farming projects.' For Tribal settlements that include funding
and plans for infrastructure development, the first phase of settlement implementation is often developing infrastructure. This requires significant Tribal
involvement in the design, pennitting, funding, and construction of the infrastructure projects.
1. Infrastructure Design
For infrastructure projects designed solely for Tribal use, Tribes need staff
or professional service providers to ensure the infrastructure meets the present

Dolores Project. DOLORES RIVER DIALOCUE, http://ocs.fortlewis.edu/drd/ (last visited Nov. 12,

2012).
56.
THE

Anunas-La PlataProject Opeittion and Maintenance Contact Signecl, U.S. DEP'T OF
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION, http:// ww.usbr.gov/newsroom/newsrelease/

INTERIOR,

detail.cfmRecordlD=31328 (last visited February 8, 2013).
57. Intergovernmentl Agreement: Establishing the Animas-La Plata Operations and
Maintenance Association § 2.3-2.3.1, Mar. 4, 2009, http://www.usbr.gov/uc/progact/aninas/
pdfs/InterGovt-Agrmt-03-09.pdf.

58.

See supla note 11 and accompanying text.

See Royster, supranote 2, at 100.
59.
See COHEN'S HANDBOOK, supra note 2, § 19.03171cl, at 1229-30; Royster, supra note
60.
2, at 82-85; Blumm, supra note 12, at 474-75.
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and future needs of the Tribe. For infrastructure projects built in partnership
or coordination with local water organizations and other water users, the infrastructure design can take time and planning to ensure the project meets the
needs of all entities receiving benefits from the infrastructure.
2. Infrastructure Permitting
Tribes should also anticipate undertaking significant work securing land
rights or easements for new infrastructure projects. For projects with onreservation components, there can be significant internal Tribal work to locate
infrastructure routes, address concerns with competing on-reservation land
uses and resource management issues, and secure approval from the Bureau
of Indian Affairs for easements for pipelines and other infrastructure. For projects with off-reservation components, Tribes will still have significant work
with project partners and funding entities securing proper easements for infrastructure.
3. Infrastructure Funding
Unless funding has already been appropriated or otherwise dedicated to
infrastructure projects in the settlement process, Tribes should anticipate some
additional work securing the settlement funding in state, federal, and Tribal
appropriations processes." Although parties to Tribal reserved rights settlements have a shared interest in ensuring the hard work of quantifying Tribal
reserved rights is not unraveled by infrastructure funding disputes, Tribes
should prepare Tribal leaders, and in some cases, Tribal lobbyists, to secure
the infrastructure components of their settlement agreements.
4. Infrastructure Construction
If the settlement terms or other legal mechanisms support Tribal participation in the construction of the infrastructure, Tribes may have the opportunity to perform construction work on Tribal infrastructure projects. For example, in the Colorado Ute Indian Water Rights Settlement Act of 1988,
Congress specifically subjected the two federal projects providing settlement
water to the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act ("Public
Law 638").' This allowed the two Colorado Ute Tribes (and later the Navajo
Nation) to utilize the Public Law 638 contracting process to take on construction work at the Animas-La Plata project.' The Ute Mountain Ute Tribe exercised its Public Law 638 capacity for its wholly-owned Tribal construction en61. See Vollman, supra note 30, at 39 (noting the "back-of-the-bus" development of water
resources on Indian reservations).
62. Colorado Ute 1988 Act, supra note 19, § 10(a) (citing the Indian Self-Determination
and Education Assistance Act, Pub. L. No. 93-638, 88 Stat. 2203 (1975) (codified as amended

at 25 U.S.C. § 450)).

63. Id. (subjecting two water projects to the provisions.of the Indian Self-Determination and
Education Assistance Act, which allowed the Tribes to utilize the Act to contract for project
construction work on both the Dolores Project and the Animas-La Plata project).
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terprise to build the Colorado-based components of the Animas-La Plata Project and to perform cultural resources mitigation work for the project, and the
Southern Ute Indian Tribe exercised its Public Law 638 capacity for its Sky
Ute Sand & Gravel enterprise to provide construction materials for the project."

Other Tribes have used specific congressional directives in water settlement legislation to allow Tribes to participate in the construction of water infrastructure.' This type of participation can provide economic development
and Tribal employment opportunities during the settlement implementation
process.
D. THE TRIBAL ROLE IN WATER ADMINISTRATION

As noted above, an important question in either the settlement or the litigation of Tribal reserved water rights is which governmental entity has the jurisdiction or responsibility to administer the quantified water allocations."
Some Tribes have settlement agreements that set forth a division of responsibilities between state and Tribal regulatory agencies." Other Tribes may require additional litigation or negotiation with state and federal regulatory agencies to delineate the role of Tribal regulators over Tribal water resources.'
In either case, once a Tribe has secured settlement of its water rights, it
will usually face some work setting up Tribal systems for administering quantified water rights. Each Tribe may approach implementation differently, and
each approach will vary according to the terms of settlement and other agreements setting forth the administrative responsibilities and each Tribe's existing
water resources programs. In many cases, implementing Tribal administrative
responsibilities requires: (i) Tribal leadership and resource managers understand the parameters of their administration responsibilities; (ii) a Tribal department or program to coordinate the administrative tasks; (iii) Tribal water
management staff with capacity to map, record, and manage water uses; (iv)
water engineers; and (v) water attorneys to assist in interpreting settlement and
other agreements.
In most cases, Tribes retain jurisdictional authority to administer water
within reservation boundaries.' This administration authority, along with the
special nature of Tribal reserved rights, may allow Tribes to build administraInterview with Terry Knight, supm note 1; see also Anmmas-La Plata ProjectFrequently
Questions, U.S. DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR, BUREAU OF REcLAMATION,
http://www.usbr.gov/uc/progact/animas/faq4.html (last visited Nov. 11, 2012).
65. See, e.g., Claims Resolution Act of 2010, Title IV, Crow Tribe Water Rights Settlement
Act, H.R. 4783, 111th Cong. §§ 405(f)(1), 406(f) (2010) (providing for "Tribal Implementation
Agreements" for the Crow Tribe to plan, design, and construct infrastructure).
'66. See supra note 36 and accompanying text.
67. See Crow Tribe-Montana Compact, MONT. CODE ANN. § 85-20-902(4) (2011).
68. Pollack, supranote 14, at 145-46.
69. Under the law, Tribes have "full and exclusive regulatory authority over Indian reserved
rights to water, including water rights of allottees and lessees." COHEN'S HANDBOOK, supra note
2, S 19.04[21, at 1238. Tribes with settlement agreements addressing administrative responsibilities generally reserve on-reservation administration to the Tribes or the federal government. See
Crow Tribe-Montana Compact, MONT. CODE ANN. S 85-20-901(IV)(A)(2)(a) (2011).
64.

Asked
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tion systems that are aligned with Tribal culture and values for land, water, and
riparian ecosystems. Working within the terms of each Tribe's water quantification and settlement agreement or other administration agreements, Tribes
may consider coordinating water quantity administration, water quality regulation, and land use and natural resource considerations." Although such coordinated systems of internal administration require additional Tribal staff to be
familiar with the Tribal quantification and the terms of any settlement, they
also allow for streamlining of the design and staffing for the water resources
administration department or program.
Tribes should also be prepared to work with state water administrators to
implement the dual administrative authorities. Even in cases where Tribes
have clearly delineated a primary Tribal administrative role for managing water, Tribes will still need to work with the state water administration agency to
prevent harm to Tribal water rights from off-reservation, non-Tribal uses."
Tribes should anticipate formulating new procedures or working to interpret
the division of administration authority as the administration systems develop,
particularly if the settlement or other agreements set forth only general principles of the administration division.
E. TRIBAL ROLE IN WATER MARKETING, BANKING, AND EXCHANGES

As Tribes implement and sustain their quantified water rights, they may
seek to participate in water marketing, banking, and exchange efforts." Tribal
participation or leadership in water marketing, and particularly in interstate
water marketing, is a controversial topic that warrants separate analysis and

study. This article does not address the merits or risks of participating in Tribal water marketing or banking programs, although it emphasizes that Tribal
participation in such programs must be voluntary.
This article does, however, note that, regardless of whether a particular
Tribal settlement agreement allows for Tribal water marketing, Tribes must
understand planning efforts for water marketing, banking, and exchange to
ensure that these efforts do not rely on the "future use" component of the
Tribes' water allocations without proper consent and compensation." If Tribes
are interested in using these voluntary mechanisms to market or exchange
Tribal water, they should participate in formulating state or interstate programs
to ensure the programs can accommodate Tribal water rights. This analysis

70.
See i~ra notes 107-09.
71.
See COHEN'S HANDBOOK, supra note 2, S 19.04121, at 1239 (discussing the Wind River
Reservation administration, stating "Itihe state engineer is not empowered to regulate reserved
rights, but only to regulate state appropriators in order to protect and enforce the tribes' reserved rights.").
72. See COHEN's HANDBOOK, supra note 2, § 19.03[71 [c], at 1229-30; Royster, supra note
2, at 82-85; Blurin, supm note 12, at 474-75.
73.
Membrino, supra note 10, at 23 (noting that marketing offers a "critical opportunity and
a substantial risk for Indian reserved water rights.").
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also notes that some Tribes are already promoting the efficient use of scarce
water resources by participating in these types of programs."

III. POST-QUANTIFICATION IMPLEMENTATION WORK.
SUPPORTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF TRIBAL
GOVERNMENTAL CAPACITY, CREATING OPPORTUNITIES FOR
PRACTICING TRIBAL SELF-DETERMINATION, AND CREATING
ALLIES FOR THE MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT FOR TRIBAL
SOVEREIGNTY
The work identified in Section II of this article may be daunting for Tribal
staff and leaders involved in settlement negotiations or litigation, particularly
because Section II only represents common settlement implementation work,
and not the actual range or depth of work that may be needed for each Tribe's
particular water or settlement needs. Proper settlement implementation work
requires both staff and Tribal leader time and a commitment of financial resources. It may be difficult for Tribes to allocate such time, given other pressing Tribal needs in areas such as law enforcement, education, social services to
children and elders, cultural resources protection, and the maintenance of
traditional and cultural practices. Moreover, post-quantification work often
requires long-term commitment, both to build institutional capacity in Tribal
governments and to ensure that changes in outside governmental and nongovernmental organizations do not endanger Tribal water rights.
Because the settlement work described is so daunting, the last section of
this article takes a step back to more broadly evaluate the impact of settlement
implementation work on Tribal governments and Tribal self-determination
programs. To do so, Section III discusses the post-settlement implementation
work not only as the work necessary to satisfy legal commitments in court decrees and settlement documents, but also as important-and, in some cases,
necessary-work to build Tribal governmental capacity, to support Tribal economic development and self-determination efforts, and to foster relationships
with local, state, and federal entities that promote continued strengthening and
support for Tribal sovereignty. Section III also argues that Tribal commitments to the work described in Section II will often meet both the immediate
goals of settlement agreements (such as "wet water" and certainty over water
resource allocations) and longer-term Tribal goals in developing effective programs, exercising greater control over natural resources and economic development efforts, and preserving and strengthening Tribal sovereignty.
74. See, e.g., Arizona v. California, 547 U.S. 150 (2006) (approving an interstate forbearance agreement between the Quechan Tribe and the Metropolitan Water District of Southern
California); Settlement Agreement in Aizona v. CaliforniaBy and Among the Quechan Indian
Tribe of the Fort Yuma Indian Reservation, the United States of America, the Metropolitan
Water District of Southern California, Coachella Valley Water District, and the State of California at 1-2, Arizona v. California, 547 U.S. 150 (2005); see also News Release, Pub. Serv.
N.M., Four Corners Water Users Negotiate Shortage-Sharing Deal for 2004 (Apr. 19, 2004),
04
http://www.pnm.com/news/20 /0419_water.htm (describing some of the many lease agreements between the Jicarilla Apache Nation and non-Tribal entities like the City of Santa Fe and
Public Service Company of New Mexico).
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A. INTRODUCTION TO TRIBAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT EFFORTS AND
THE HARVARD PROJECT ON AMERICAN INDIAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Since 1987, the Harvard Project on American Indian Economic Development ("HPAIED") has undertaken an impressive applied research and
service program to "understand and foster the conditions under which sustained, self-determined social and economic development is achieved among
American Indian nations."" Together with partners like the Native Nations
Institute for Leadership, HPAIED publishes specific case studies and larger
research to support a "nation building" approach to economic development
on Indian reservations." In their research and case studies on Tribal governance and Tribal economic development, HPAIED researchers have consistently shown that Tribes engaging in self-determination and self-governance
efforts are able to take on government functions with high levels of professionalism and success." Focused research into the success -or failure of Tribal self75. HARVARD PROJECT ON AM. INDIAN EcON. DEv., http://hpaied.org/abouthpaied/overview (last visited Feb. 8, 2013).
76. See, e.g., Marren Sanders, Ecosystem Co-ManagementAgreements: A Study of Nation
Buldig or a Lesson on Erosion of Tribal Sovereignty, 15 BUFF. ENVTL. L. J. 97, 100-01
(2008); Ian. W. Record, We are the Stewards: Indigenous-LedFisheries Innovation i North
Ameica, in JOINT OCCASIONAL PAPERS ON NATIVE AFFAIRS 9 (2008),

available at

http://nni.arizona.edu/resources/inpp/2008_RECORDJOPNAwe.are.stewards.pdf ; Joseph
P. Kalt & Joseph William Singer, Myths and Reahlties of TihalSovereignty: The Lawand Fconomics ofIndian SefRule, inJOINT OCCASIONAL PAPERS ON NATIVE AFFAIRS No. 2004-03, at

1 (2004), available at http://nni.arizona.edu/resources/inpp/2004 kalt.singerjOPNA-myths
.realities.pdf [hereinafter Mythsl; Stephen Cornell & Joseph P. Kalt, Sovereignty and NationBuiding: The Development Challenge in Indan Country Today, 22 AM. INDIAN CULTURE &
RES. J. 187, 187-89 (1998) [hereinafter Sovereignty and Nation-Bildhg]. We note here that
HPAIED publications provide case studies and research on a ide variety of self-determination
and sovereignty programs, and that HPAIED development of the "nation building" approach
and the publications on the links between developing Tribal capacity and asserting Tribal sovereignty involve arguments about the exercise of "de facto" sovereignty. This article utilizes
HPAIED scholarship and case studies on Tribal natural resources matagement programs and
HPAIED analysis of self-determination programs and the links between strong selfdetermination programs and support for Tribal sovereignty. HPAIED analysis in this article is
limited, and we encourage readers of this article to utilize HPAIED publications link,
http://hpaied.org/publications-and-research/research-overview, to gain a more comprehensive
understanding of HPAIED research.
77.
See, e.g., THE HARVARD PROJECT ON AM. INDIAN ECON. DEv., HONORING NATIONS
REPORT: MICCOSUKEE TRIBE SECTION 404 PERMITTING PROGRAM (2005), avadable at

http://hpaied.org/images/resources/publibrary/Miccosukee%20Tribe%2OSection%20404%2OPe
rmitting920Program.pdf [hereinafter 404 PROGRAM REPORT; THE HARVARD PROJECT ON AM.
INDIAN EcoN. DEV., HONORING NATIONS REPORT: HONORING OUR ANCESTORS, CHIPPEWA
FLOWAGE
JOINT
AGENCY
MANAGEMENT
PLAN
(2003),
avadable
at

http://hpaied.org/images/resources/publibrary/Honoring%200u92OAncestors%2OChippewa%2
OFlowage%20Joint962OAgency%2OMngt%20Plan.pdf
[hereinafter
CHIPPEWA FLOWAGE
REPORTI; THE HARVARD PROJECT ON AM. INDIAN EcON. DEV., HONORING NATIONS REPORT:

TRUST RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (2003), available at http://hpaied.org/images/resources/
publibrary/Trust%20Resource%20Management.pdf
[hereinafter CKST REPORT]; THE
HARVARD PROJECT ON AM. INDIAN EcON. DEV., HONORING NATIONS REPORT: COLUMBIA
RIVER INTER-TRIBAL FISH COMMISSION (2002), available at http://hpaied.org/images/

resources/publibrary/Columbia%20River%2OInterTribal%2OFish%2OCommission.pdf
after CRITFC REPORT).

[herein-
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determination resource management programs indicates that, when Tribes
make careful and strategic decisions to develop Tribal capacity and institutions, and when Tribes then utilize the capacity of their governmental institutions to make culturally appropriate decisions that balance the development
and regulation of natural resources, Tribes can achieve unparalleled success in
managing natural resources.' Finally, HPAIED research indicates that Tribes
have significant capacity to exercise Tribal sovereignty through inter-Tribal and
intergovernmental groups to manage difficult trans-boundary resources and
environmental problems."
There is growing recognition that Tribes (and not outside institutions or
governments) are in the best position to decide the needs of their communities
and how natural resources can be used to meet those needs.' There is also a
growing recognition of Tribal capacity to engage in sophisticated efforts to
manage both on-reservation and trans-boundary resources." Nevertheless,
such recognition is not always an easy fit with state or interstate water resources
management. This article applies HPAIED analysis of Tribal governance and
successful Tribal resource management programs to demonstrate that much of
the settlement implementation work described in Section II provides the opportunity for Tribes to utilize nation building and self-detennination efforts to
embark on creative and successful programs for managing water and supporting Tribal sovereignty.
B. BUILDING TRIBAL GOVERNMENTAL CAPACITY

The focused research on successful Tribal resource management programs places a heavy emphasis on the strategic development of Tribal technical expertise and institutions to properly balance resource management decisions." The settlement implementation work described in Section II provides
Tribes the opportunity to develop Tribal programs, enterprises, and institutions that give Tribes greater capacity to successfully manage their water resources. The settlement implementation work also provides impetus for de-

78. See, e.g., Sanders, supra note 76, at 98; Record, supra note 76, at 49-50 ("Practitioners
and students of Indigenous fisheries management concur that Native Nations' systematic cultivation of internal technical capacity is a prerequisite for exercising substantive management authority and fostering innovation."); CKST REPORT, supranote 77, at 2.
79. See, e.g., Myths, supra note 76, at 10 (noting efforts to strengthen commitments to
Tribal sovereignty through improving intergovernmental relations with federal, state, and local
governments); see also CHIPPEVA FLOWAGE REPORT, supra note 77 (describing Tribal comanagement work with federal and state resource management agencies); CRITFC REPORT,
supranote 77 (describing inter-Tribal resource management work).
80. Jessica Owley, Tnbal Sovereignty over Water Quality,20 J. LAND USE & ENVTL. L. 61,
68-69 (2004).
See supranotes 78-79 and accompanying text.
81.
82. Sanders, supra note 76, at 109; Record, supra note 76, at 49 ("Practitioners and students
of Indigenous fisheries management concur that Native nations' systematic cultivation of internal technical capacity is a prerequisite for exercising substantive management authority and
fostering innovation."); Sanders, supra note 76, at 109; Sovereignty and Nadon-Bum7db, supra
note 76, at 200-01.
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veloping technical and water resource management capacity in Tribal staff and
leadership.
1. Building Capable Government Institutions
The focused studies on successful Tribal resource management selfdetermination programs indicate the development and maintenance of a stable
and accountable resource management structure is crucial to support Tribal
claims to sovereignty and self-determination." Here, the settlement work described in Section II usually requires Tribes to create or expand existing governmental programs and departments dedicated to fulfilling Tribal responsibilities for administering, developing, allocating, and protecting Tribal water and
water-related resources. While each Tribe will make specific programdevelopment decisions to meet its particular water settlement responsibilities,
governmental structure, and financial constraints, the requirement to develop
settlement-based programs provides Tribes the opportunity to make strategic
program development decisions that allow for the most effective and culturally
appropriate management of Tribal water.
Building Tribal capacity to undertake resource management programs often requires significant cultivation of human resources to ensure that Tribal
staff and service providers have the technical knowledge and skills to implement successful programs." Building the institutions and programs to support
the settlement work described in Section II is no exception. Tribes implementing or supplementing existing water resources administration and management programs require staff and service providers with significant expertise
in areas like hydrology and state and interstate water law. Tribes may also

83. Sanders, supra note 76, at 109 (stating "tribes must also have in place competent, capable governmental institutions, for it is one thing to claim the right of co-management; it is another thing to exercise that right effectively."); Sovereignty and Nation-Building,supra note 76, at
201; CKST REPORT, supra note 77, at 2.
84. CKST REPORT, supra note 77, at 3 (describing the Tribe's cultivation of human resources and provision of training to ensure staff capacity); THE HARVARD PROECT ON AM.
INDIAN EcoN. DEv., HONORING

NATIONS REPORT: WILDLIFE FISHERIES MAINAGEMENT

PROGRAM
1-2
(1999),
http://hpaied.org/images/resources/publibrary/Wildlife%2Oand%
20Fisheries%20Management%20Progran.pdf [hereinafter JAN REPORT] (noting how the Tribe
built program staff and complex infornation systems to support "one of the largest and most
respected fish and wildlife management initiatives on the continent"); see also S. UTE INDIAN
TRIBE AIR QUALITY PROGRAM, http://www.southemute-nsn.gov/air-quality (last visited Feb. 4,
2013) (providing information on the significant capacity of the SUIT's capable air quality program, which recently received state status for enforcing Tide V of the Clean Air Act).

85.

For example, the Navajo Nation has a separate unit within the Nation's Department of

Justice devoted to water rights work, a water rights commission, and a division within the Nation's Department of Natural Resources devoted to protecting and managing water resources.
See
NAVAJO
NATION
DEP'T
OF
JUSTICE,
http://www.nndoj.org/
WaterRights Unit.aspx (last visited Feb. 4, 2013); THE NAVAJO NATION WATER RIGHTS
COMM'N, http://nnwrc.org/ (last visited Feb. 4, 2013); THE NAVATO NATION Div. OF NATURAL
REs. DEP'T OF WATER RES. MGMT. BRANCH, http://www.frontiernet.net/~nndwrwmb/ (last
visited Feb. 4, 2013).
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need to maintain GIS and other database systems to monitor and record water
data."
Tribes that can build this type of institutional capacity to perform resource
management work are better positioned to overcome bias towards Tribes as
incapable of managing natural resources, and to make credible claims that they
are capable of taking on greater responsibilities in resource management." For
some Tribes, strategically building resource management capacity can provide
greater opportunities to take over federal, on-reservation resource management programs." For others, demonstrating Tribal capacity can lead to real
opportunities for trans-boundary and intergovernmental resource management
programs."
2. Building Capacity in Tribal Leaders and Staff
The post-quantification work described in Section II also requires Tribes
to build and maintain institutional knowledge about Tribal water rights and
about the work required to support and maintain those rights. Proper development of institutional knowledge, as well as proper training of Tribal leadership and staff in developments that impact Tribal water support and maintenance, can build significant capacity to support Tribal efforts in managing
Tribal water resources.
One of the most important elements of maintaining this type of institutional knowledge is ensuring that Tribal leadership and policy-makers understand water rights and the work of attorneys, staff, and professional service
providers to protect and maintain those rights." During settlement efforts,
there are usually key Tribal leaders and policy-makers who have a long history
of settlement negotiations, litigation efforts, and political efforts to secure legislation and money for settlement. Those same leaders often carry forward the
knowledge of the water rights and the vision to carry out settlement implementation efforts.
For example, Manuel Heart, former Tribal Chairman and current Tribal
Council Member for the Ute Mountain Ute Tribe, has served on Tribal

86. See, e.g., THE NAVAJO NATION Div. OF NATURAL REs. DEP'T OF WATER RES. WATER
MGMT. BRANCH, WATER MONITORING & INVENTORY SECTION, http://www.frontiernet.neV
nndwrwmb/GIS-Computer.htm (last visited Feb. 4, 2013).
87. See Sanders, supra note 76, at 161; Record, supm note 76, at 55 (noting that successful
Tribal fisheries programs allow Tribes to regain rights to access and manage fisheries and fish
resources); CKST REPORT, supra note 77, at 4.
88. See CKST REPORT, supra note 77, at 2.
89. Sanders, supra note 76, at 161; THE HARVARD PROJECT ON AM. INDIAN EcON. DEV.,
HONORING NATIONS REPORT: IDAHO GRAY WOLF REcoVERY 2 (1999) http://hpaied.org/
2
images/resources/publibrary/Idaho% 0 Gray%20Wolf620Recovery.pdf [hereinafter GRAY
WOLF REPORT] (noting that investments in institutional effectiveness and technical capacity for
the first wolf recovery program opened doors for additional programs with the State of Idaho
and private landowners).
90. Interview with Terry Knight, supra note I (noting that water settlements and settlement
implementation decisions require leaders to make difficult decisions and to resolve internal
Tribal disputes to secure long-term Tribal benefits from water settlements).
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Council for over fifteen years." As a Council Member, Heart participated in
the 2000 Amendments to the Animas-La Plata Project and the Tribe's settlement of water rights within the State of Colorado, which involved approving
Tribal commitments to the settlement effort and lobbying for federal approval
of revised settlement legislation." Heart then sat on the board of Weeminuche
Construction Authority, the Tribe's construction company that built settlement
infrastructure projects during the initial implementation of the Colorado Ute
Indian Water Rights Final Settlement Agreement." Now that the Animas-La
Plata project is approaching final construction, Heart's work on the Tribe's
water rights has not decreased. Heart now sits as the Tribe's delegate on several local water boards, including the Animas La Plata Operations, Maintenance,
and Replacement Association Board,' which requires a significant time commitment and detailed knowledge of local water projects, water rights, and plans
for future development." Heart is an important Tribal and community leader
on water issues in southwest Colorado, and has enormous capacity to ensure
that important regional partnerships continue to implement settlement and
regional water work.
C. TRIBAL SELF-DETERMINATION

Research on successful Tribal self-determination resource management
programs emphasizes the development of competent Tribal resource management bureaucracies that can provide a good balance of scientific expertise
and Tribal culture and values." The settlement implementation work described in Section II supports Tribal self-determination efforts in at least two
ways. First, the settlement implementation work literally creates the foundation
or backbone for Tribal economic development efforts that in turn provide the
financial mechanisms for Tribal governments to support programs and staff.
Second, the settlement implementation work often requires Tribes to develop
water resource management programs. This provides the opportunity for
Tribes to craft culturally appropriate and integrated resource management
regimes that properly balance resource development, ecosystem health, and
Tribal cultural values.
1. Creating the Backbone for Tribal Economic Development
Although the link between prosperity in the western United States and water availability is well documented, the link between Tribal economic prosperi-

91. Interview with Manuel Heart, Ute Mountain Ute Tribal Council, in Towaoc, Colo.
(Nov. 8, 2012).
92. Id,
93. Id.
94. See text accompanying supra note 57.
95. Id.
96. Sovereignty and Nadon-Buildng, supra note 76 at 200-01; Sanders, supra note 76, at
109 (both emphasizing the necessity of building competent, capable bureaucracies to undertake
Tribal resource management).
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ty and water availability is not so marked." This article asserts that there are
strong links between implementing settlement provisions for the delivery of
"wet water," Tribal ability to engage in economic development, and Tribal
ability to properly fund Tribal programs and institutions (including Tribal water management programs).
The most obvious links between the settlement implementation work described in Section II, Tribal economic development, and the support of water
management programs, are in the Tribes' financial opportunities to perform
infrastructure work and in Tribes receiving federal economic development or
resource enhancement funds as part of the water rights settlements." The development or enhancement of Tribal enterprises and Indian-owned businesses
through participation in settlement-based infrastructure projects can be important for supporting both Tribal governmental work and programs to ensure
employment opportunities for Tribal members." The availability of federal
funds to support resource enhancement or economic development programs
can allow Tribes to fund economic development ventures and natural resource management programs that might otherwise not be available to
Tribes."
A less obvious and more important link between settlement implementation work, economic development, and the ability to fund Tribal governmental
programs is that the construction of settlement-based water infrastructure often
provides the foundation for Tribal economic development."' This is particularly true on arid reservation lands that were left out of federal infrastructure development in the twentieth century."'
Lack of "wet water" severely constrains economic development opportunities for Tribes, and conversely, the availability of "wet water" through water
infrastructure creates or supports economic development opportunities." This
applies to nearly all types of water and water use. Municipal water infrastructure (providing treated water) is important for maintaining healthy Tribal
communities and homes, but it is also necessary to support business development on reservations.' Retail stores, travel centers/truck stops, casinos, hotels,
97. MARK T. ANDERSON & LLOYD H. WOOLSEY, JR., U.S. DEPT. OF INTERIOR & U.S.
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, WATER AvAILABILITY IN THE WESTERN UNITED STATES-KEY
(2005), avaiable at http://pubs.usgs.gov/circ/2005/
SCIENTIFIC CHALLENGES 25-27
circl261/pdf/C1261.pdf (outlining the importance of water to the development of the west); W.
GOVERNORS ASS'N, WATER NEEDS AND STRATEGIES FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 3-6 (2006),
available at http://www.westgov.org/wga/publicat/Water06.pdf (discussing the relationship between western water resources and growth).
98. See COHEN'S HANDBOOK, supra note 2, § 1905121, at 1250; Royster, supm note 2, at
78.
99. See Colorado Ute 1988 Act, supra note 19, § 5(c).
100. See COHEN'S HANDBOOK, supra note 2, § 1905121, at 1250.
101. See Gail Binkly, Ute Water, HEADWATERS, Summer 2012, at 25, 28.
102. Id.
103. Id. at 25.
104. OversightHeaing2012, supranote 3, at 9 (statement of David J. Hayes, Deputy Secretary, US Dep't of Interior); Interview with Terry Knight, supra note 1 (noting that the Ute
Mountain Ute Tribe's Colorado settlement brought the first community drinking water infrastructure to the Tribal community in Towaoc).
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industrial parks, and construction companies all require treated water supplies,
and they often depend on the type of water delivery systems obtained in the
infrastructure component of water settlement agreements. The ability to deliver industrial water is necessary for the development of manufacturing or industrial projects, and is particularly important for energy development (both fossil
fuel development and renewable energy development). Water infrastructure
for irrigation and livestock development supports individual and commercial
Tribal agriculture and ranching opportunities.
Tribal ability to protect instream water resources can also be important for
Tribal economic development opportunities. Instream flow maintenance and
other water management tools to maintain riparian and ecosystem health can
be important for maintaining Tribal traditions and cultures, for supporting
economic development opportunities, for hunting and fishing programs, and
for supporting tourism and ecotourism efforts."
. The importance of water to on-reservation economic development opportunities circles back to affect Tribal capacity to undertake nation-building activities like water resource management or integrated and adaptive resource
management. Water availability and the ability to deliver "wet water" is often,
quite literally, the backbone of the enterprises and development opportunities
that fund Tribal governmental work. As such, all parties to Tribal water settlements should understand the negotiated settlement infrastructure is often
closely related to Tribes' ability to devote adequate resources to develop capacity for settlement implementation through self-governance and more mature expressions of Tribal sovereignty.
2. Creating Successful Resource Management Programs Based on Sound
Science, Tribal Traditions, and Cultural Values
The work described in Section II usually involves Tribes enhancing or
creating water resource management programs. The requirement that Tribes
create such systems to use their water-while imposed by settlement agreement-provides Tribes an important opportunity to formulate Tribal law and
policy to balance resource development, ecosystem health, and cultural values.
When Tribes take time and resources to formulate a clear vision for their resource management self-determination programs, those programs can reflect
traditional beliefs or cultural values and incorporate methods to strike the
proper balance between resource development and culturally appropriate regulation of resources.
105. Edmund J. Goodman, Indian TribalSovereignty and Water Resources: Watersheds,
Ecosystems and Tribal Co-Management 20 J. LAND REsoURcEs & ENvTL. L. 185, 196-99
(2000) (describing reserved rights to instream flows upheld to support Tribal fisheries); Mary
Ann King, Co-Managementor Contracting?Agreements Between Native American Tribes and
the US. National Park Senice Pursuant to the 1994 Tribal SelfGovernance Act, 31 HARv.
ENVrL. L. REv. 475, 490 (2007) (describing the co-management of major tourist areas in national parks, such as the Oglala Sioux management of elements of the Southern Unit of Badlands
National Park and the Navajo management of Canyon de Chelly).
106. See, e.g., CKST REPORT, supra note 77, at 3 (noting efforts to "strike a careful balance
between properly utilizing resources and ensuring that abuse and waste is minimal").
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It is important to note that Tribes are not required to develop water resource management programs independently of other resource management
programs. Tribal governments have inherent sovereignty to manage their resources in a manner that best reflects a long-term vision for managing resources according to Tribal culture and values."' This includes the power to
create resource management programs that rely on Tribal traditions and existing Tribal institutional capacity for resource management and to structure resource management programs in ways that promote cooperation, efficiency in
coordination of staff and planning resources, and appropriate decision-making
and permitting processes for Tribal staff, policy-makers, and leadership."'
Thus, when Tribes take on the task of creating or enhancing water resource
management laws, policies, and programs, they are not constrained to creating
programs that narrowly address allocating and managing certain quantities of
water. Instead, Tribes may consider the long-term vision for integrated resource management planning and coordinate or co-manage water resources in
programs that address other resource issues like water quality, ecosystem or
native plant health, land use planning, cultural resources management, and
range management. Tribes may also consider integration of traditional and
religious practices and values into integrated resource management planning."
It is also important to note that, while settlement implementation work
provides Tribes the opportunity to focus efforts and resources into integrated
and adaptive management planning, this particular exercise of Tribal sovereignty in formulating self-determination programs may complicate settlement
implementation efforts. Because most prior appropriation states have not fully
integrated water resource management with land use or other resource management planning, state and federal water managers may struggle to understand and accept management systems based on factors outside those used to
evaluate the right to divert water under state law."' In addition, although the
Bureau of Indian Affairs has clear policy supporting integrated resource man-

107. See, e.g., Royster, supra note 2, at 92-93 ("Tribes are sovereign governments, with authority over their people and their territories, retaining the right to 'make their own laws and be
ruled by them.'"); Goodman, supra note 105, at 206 (noting that Tribes' ability to protect water
quality and quantity is at its core the doctrine of inherent Tribal sovereignty); Blumm, supra
note 12, at 477 (noting Tribal attempts to integrate water quality and water quantity regulation
through Tribal codes).
108. For a full discussion of developing Tribal self-determination programs to balance economic development and Tribal traditions into modem regulatory programs, see generaly Rebecca Tsosie, TribalEnrkonmentalPolicy in an Era ofSelf-Deternnnation: The Role ofEthics,
Economics, and Traditional Ecological Knowledge, 21 VT. L. REv. 225 (1996). For specific
examples of Tribal governments integrating resource planning, see 404 PROGRAM REPORT,
supra note 77 (noting the integration of Tribal land-use planning and Clean Water Act Section
404 Permitting).
109. See, e.g., Tsosie, supra note 108, at 299 (denoting the importance of considering Tribal
religion in drafting Tribal water codes).
110. Royster, supra note 2, at 85-86 (describing the legal uncertainty of whether the Winters
doctrine encompasses a right to water quality as well as quantity); Goodman, supra note 105, at
197 (noting that recognition of instream flow rights is at odds with Western water law, which has
conceptual and institutional difficulties with instrean use).
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agement planning and the coordination of resource management efforts,' and
although the federal government has clear policy supporting Tribal efforts to
engage in self-determination efforts to manage water resources and to regulate
water quality,"' overall federal policy supporting this type of integrated water
resource management is unclear because of the moratorium on approving
water resource management codes that has been in place since 1975."'
Additionally, at least one Tribe with a litigation-based water allocation has
struggled to implement innovative Tribal water law that integrates water resources management with water quality and ecosystem health."' Some Tribes
implementing water resource management programs may choose to adopt
more traditional forms of western water law to avoid disputes with state and
federal entities, to facilitate faster approval of codes, and for the ease of integrating Tribal and state water resource management. Other Tribes may choose
to build and support more integrated resource management programs, knowing that the success of those programs is important to demonstrating that
Tribes have increasingly great capacity for creative, innovative, and culturally
appropriate resource management.
D. EXERCISING AND BUILDING SUPPORT FOR TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY

During the settlement or litigation process, Tribal and non-Tribal entities
may struggle with Tribal sovereignty and the Tribe's inherent authority to govern Tribal lands and resources. During the settlement implementation process
Tribes and non-Tribal entities may continue to struggle with jurisdictional issues including questions regarding which entity has the proper authority to
regulate Tribal and non-Tribal water use and which entity has the authority to
prevent non-Tribal water users from harming Tribal water rights."'
However, the settlement implementation work described in Section II also
provides Tribes the opportunity to develop a more mature expression of
Tribal sovereignty by making commitments to intergovernmental coordination
111.

See Bureau of Indian Affairs, Integrated Resource Management Pannng-IRIP,
(last
updatedJan. 31, 2013).
112. Goodman, supra note 105, at 204-06 (describing the "treatment as a state" program
under the Clean Water Act that allows Tribes to implement federal water quality programs);
Anderson, supra note 4, at 402 (citing the Indian Reorganization Act, 25 U.S.C. §§ 461-479
(2000), and the Indian Self-Determination Act, 25 U.S.C. S 450-458 (2000)).
113. Royster, supra note 2, at 92 (noting that the moratorium presents a serious roadblock
for Tribes that require secretarial approval of their laws); COHEN'S HANDBOOK, supra note 2, §
19.04[41, at 1240-41 (also noting that some Tribes have sought exceptions to the moratorium or
have sought settlement legislation authorizing development of codes).
114. COHEN'S HANDBOOK, supra note 2, S 19.03[61, at 1226 (describing limitations announced in In re Big Horn River Sys., 835 P.2d 273 (Wyo. 1992), on the Wind River Tribes
utilizing a tribal water code to hold a portion of the Tribes' "future use" rights as an instream
flow).
115. Id. § 19.04[21, at 1238 (noting that "Indian tribes, therefore, have full and exclusive
regulatory authority over Indian reserved rights to water, including water rights of allottees and
lessees," but state courts retain jurisdiction to "execute, enforce, construe, and interpret" state
general stream adjudication decrees); see also supra notes 37-39, 67-72, and accompanying text.
INDIAN AFFAIRS, http://www.bia.gov/WhoWe Are/BIA/OTS/DFWFM/IRMP/index.htm
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and co-management of water as a trans-boundary resource."' Because water is
a resource that not only crosses Tribal and state boundaries, but also crosses
interstate and regional boundaries, settlement implementation work often requires Tribes to actively participate in managing water off and on their reservations. This provides many opportunities for Tribes to engage state, local, and
federal governments in efforts to seek better consultation and planning or to
co-manage water as a trans-boundary, inter-jurisdictional resource. Focused
research on Tribal self-determination and Tribal sovereignty indicates Tribes
can both reduce dependence on the federal government to manage resources
and strengthen overall commitment and support for Tribal sovereignty by
building institutional capacity for governance and using that capacity to properly co-manage shared resources."'
1. Fostering Government-to-Government Relationships with State, Federal,
and Local Entities
The first way the settlement work described in Section II supports Tribal
sovereignty is by allowing Tribes the opportunity to demand and participate in
meaningful government-to-government consultation regarding management of
water as a shared resource. This consultation may come in different forms or
flavors depending on the government from which each Tribe is seeking consultation and the issues presented for consultation. For example, Tribes that
seek full consultation from federal agencies on federal water project management issues may focus on the exercise of the federal agency's trust responsibilities to protect the Tribe's ability to develop unused portions of Tribal water
resources."' Those same Tribes may seek continued communications and
consultation from state governments to ensure administration of water off and
on the reservation results in water management activities that protect the priority date and deliveries of Tribal water."' Tribes may also engage local water
districts and water users in planning efforts to maximize water use efficiency
and to protect shared watersheds.'" In each case, as Tribes actively participate
in consultation efforts, and as they demonstrate during consultation efforts that
they have developed the capacity to manage Tribal water resources through
self-determination efforts, Tribes will build support from local, state, and federal consultation partners for the continued exercise of Tribal sovereignty and
self-determination.

116. See Sanders, supra note 76, at 105-06 (describing the increasing number of Tribes
entering into intergovernmental agreements with federal and state environmental agencies regarding natural resources and wildlife); CHIPPEWA FLOWAGE REPORT, supra note 77, at 3 (de-

scribing the Tribe's commitment to intergovernmental coordination as "a mature expression of
sovereignty that reflects a self-determined decision to co-manage the Flowage").
117. See Sanders, supra note 76, at 109-10; Myths, supra note 76, at 10; Sovereignty and
Nation-Build , supra note 76, at 201.
118. See supra notes 45-50, 55-57, and accompanying text.
119. See supra notes 67-72 and accompanying text.
120. See supra notes 42-44 and accompanying text.
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2. Active Tribal Participation in Trans-Boundary Resource Management
(Co-Management)
The second way that the settlement implementation work described in
Section II supports Tribal sovereignty is by providing the opportunity for
Tribes to take a more active role in management or co-management of water
as a trans-boundary resource. Although the contentious nature of water litigation and maintaining control of water within jurisdictional boundaries may not
always allow for prosperous co-management of water resources, Tribal success
in providing culturally and regionally appropriate water management is not
confined to reservation boundaries.
Some Tribes, such as the three southwestern Tribes that hold management seats on the Animas-La Plata Operations, Replacement, and Maintenance Association,"' have co-management opportunities built into their settlements or into settlement implementation work through participation in management boards for federal, state, or local water projects. When Tribes take
on the more active management roles in these projects, they can utilize capacity gained in developing Tribal self-determination programs and bring important local and Tribal water needs and water resource management
knowledge to management committees or boards. When Tribes are actively
engaged project-management decisions, they are better able to protect their
resources and avoid disputes over management of their project water resources. Tribes also have the knowledge needed to streamline consultation
efforts with federal agencies.
Other Tribes, such as the four Tribes that formed the Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission (CRITFC)'" and the Lac Court Oreilles Band of
Lake Superior Chippewa Indians, (which entered a joint agency management
plan with state and federal resource managers") have taken on enormous
trans-boundary water or other resource management responsibilities by forming multi-entity resource co-management projects with other Tribal, state, local, and federal partners. These co-management projects usually arise out of
historic disputes about management of an important Tribal resource, such as
salmon runs in multi-jurisdictional ecosystems in the Pacific Northwest
(CRITFC)'" or flooded Tribal lands (Lac Court Oreilles. Band).' These multi121. See Intergovernmental Agreement: Establishing the Animas-La Plata Operations and
Maintenance Association § 2.3-2.3.1, Mar. 4, 2009, http://www.usbr.gov/uc/progact/aninas/
pdfs/InterGovt-Agrmt-03-09.pdf.
122. CRITFC REPORT, supra note 77, at 1-2.
123.

See CHIPPEWA FLOWAGE REPORT, supra note 77, at 1.

124. The CRITFC grew out of significant non'Tribal degradation of the salmon and steelhead runs on the Columbia River and legal decisions affirming the Tribal right to regulate treaty
fishing rights. Sanders, supra note 76 at 131-35. Trans-boundary fisheries management on the
Columbia River is complicated, as salmon navigating the Columbia River traverse more than a
dozen jurisdictions. Record, supra note 76 at 5. In 1977, the Warm Springs, Yakama, Umatilla,
and Nez Perce Tribes formed CRITCF to provide fishery management coordination, technical
assistance, and to organize inter-Tribal representation in regional planning, policy, and decisionmaking. Sanders, supra note 76 at 135-36. Since 1977, CRITFC has developed into an impressive, technically sophisticated institution that has met evolving difficulties in fisheries manage-
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entity resource co-management projects utilize Tribal sovereignty and Tribal
rights to natural resources as a basis for more flexible and adaptive comanagement efforts.'" These projects also require Tribes to utilize and enhance Tribal resource management capacity, but can allow Tribes to prioritize
management goals to meet cultural and traditional needs."
When Tribes counit their resources, technical capacity, indigenous
knowledge, and Tribal values to these multi-entity and trans-boundary resource management projects, the projects usually succeed in better resource
management and in resource management that meets the needs of the entire
watershed or region." The projects can also strengthen government-to government relationships between Tribal, state, and federal co-management partners, as well as continued non-Tribal support for the exercise of Tribal sovereignty to utilize demonstrated capacity co-manage on-reservation and transboundary resources."

IV. CONCLUSION
Although Tribal water settlement implementation work can be difficult,
expensive, and time-consuming for Tribal and non-Tribal governments and
partners, it presents an important opportunity for Tribes to build capacity to
secure, protect, and afford the proper Tribal respect for and use of water
guaranteed by treaties and other laws. The settlement implementation work
also provides the backbone for healthy Tribal communities and economic
development on reservations. Moreover, it provides an opportunity for Tribes
ment by producing a Tribal, adaptive management recovery plan for the Columbia River. See
id. at 135-44.
See CHIPPEWA FLOWAGE REPORT, supm note 77, at 1 (explaining that the Chippewa
125.
Flowage Joint Agency Management Plan grew out of the creation of the Chippewa Flowage,
which flooded the Lac Courte Oreilles Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians' traditional
territory, including wild rice fields, hunting and fishing grounds, villages, and burial grounds.);
see ;dso id. at 2-3 (demonstrating that the Joint Agency Management Plan, which was signed by
the Tribe, the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, and the United States Forest Service, has coordinated governmental efforts to manage and protect the Flowage "while acknowledging its legacy as the site of a profound human tragedy.").
126. See Record, supm note 76, at 13 (noting that Native Nations focus time and resources
shifting fisheries management away from approaches predicated on legal/political boundaries
toward those predicated on ecological ones and that Native nations deploy adaptive management regimes in Tribal fisheries management). For analysis of how Tribes are well positioned to
deploy integrated or adaptive resource management regimes, see Goodman, supra note 105, at
190-92 (explaining how Tribal ability to exercise jurisdiction outside reservation boundaries
provides the basis for co-management efforts to protect water as a trans-boundary resource); Id.
at 206-11 (arguing that the unique nature of Tribal rights and Tribal sovereignty places tribes in
an "administrative trans-boundary position" that provides opportunities for new approaches and
institutions to take on integrated ecosystem management approaches for dealing with water as a
trans-boundary resource); Interview with Terry Knight, supmw note 1 (explaining how the Ute
Mountain Ute Tribe, which was a migratory (and not agrarian) society, adapted to utilize settlement water resources and high-technology farming practices in its successful Tribal Farm &
Ranch Enterprise).
127. Record, supra note 76, at 55.
128. Id., at 10-11; CRITFC REPORT, supra note 77, at 2-4.
See Sanders, supna note 76, at 109-110, 171-75.
129.
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to work with outside governments and partners to better co-manage water as a
scarce, trans-boundary resource.
Because settlement implementation work affords Tribes opportunities beyond securing the rights promised in water settlement agreements, Tribes engaged in settlement or litigation efforts should be cognizant of the additional
work that exists beyond the quantification process. State, federal, and local
entities should be prepared for continued work with Tribes to implement settlements and administer water together. These entities should also be prepared for the possibility that, when water resources management work is undertaken with recognition of Tribes as sovereign entities with the ability to
cultivate enonnous capacity to make culturally and scientifically appropriate
resource management decisions, Tribes will be able to make significant contributions with sophisticated, adaptive management programs based on the
historical and current Tribal land use and resource use practices. Both Tribal
and non-Tribal water and resource managers should recognize the opportunity
during settlement implementation to set the foundation for water comanagement programs that provide more flexible and adaptive trans-boundary
resource management, that allow Tribes to enhance the effectiveness of water
management decisions by being included early in the planning and management processes, and that support Tribal efforts to secure support for Tribal
sovereignty and Tribal self-determination in managing water resources.

